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Associations concerned with the integrity 

of peer review



Peer review is a process of self-regulation by a 

profession or a process of evaluation involving 

qualified individuals within the relevant field...

Wikipedia

A peer-reviewed journal is one that has 

submitted most of its published articles for 

review by experts who are not part of the 

editorial staff.

ICMJE, 2001 



Peer reviewers are experts chosen by editors to provide 

written assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of 

written research, with the aim of improving the 

reporting of research and identifying the most 

appropriate and highest quality material for the 

journal. Regular reviewers selected for the journal 

should be required to meet minimum standards (as 

determined and promulgated by each journal) 

regarding their background in original research, 

publication of articles, formal training, and previous 

critical appraisal of manuscripts.



• Discovery of the double helix structure of 

DNA, James D. Watson and Francis H.C. 

Crick

• A two-page report in Nature, 25 April, 

1953 (not peer reviewed)

• Nobel prize in physiology or medicine, 

1962



• Discovery of “The Krebs cycle” by Hans A. Krebs and 

William A. Johnson

• A paper on the role of citric acid rejected by Nature in 

1937 – “insufficient importance”

• Later published in [Krebs HA, Johnson WA. The role 

of citric acid in intermediate metabolism in animal 

tissues. Enzymologia 1937;4:148-156], a Dutch 

journal

• Reprinted in FEBS letters in 1980

• Nobel prize in physiology or medicine 1953





Peer review as part of professional service

Peer review is a part of culture of 

service to profession; those who want 

to publish should be skilled to act as 

peer reviewers

Peer review keeps specialists updated 

of current developments. It is 

intellectually enriching

It gives more credits/scientific 

prestige



Best reviewers
Training in epidemiology or statistics, age 

<60, residency in North America and current 

involvement in research

Aged under 40 yo (BMJ)

Those acted as reviewers before

The author who published recently (within 2-

3 years) relevant articles in PubMed, ISI, 

Scopus, Google Scholar

Authors’ suggestions (???)

Editorial board members

Editors personal contacts

Those from reference lists

Primus Inter Pares



Adding a statistical reviewer

 A prospective study of original papers reviewed in a weekly 

journal Medicina Clinica (Barcelona)

• Modified Manuscript Quality Assessment Instrument (MQAI) 

by Goodman et al. (5 points scale)

• Two blinded evaluators rated the quality of manuscripts at 

initial submission and final post peer review version

• 129 articles were evaluated

Adding a statistical reviewer to the field expert 

peers increased the quality of accepted papers (5.5 

[95% CI: 4.3–6.7]

Cobo E, et al. PLoS One 2007;2(3):e332



Author- vs. editor-suggested reviewers
 10 biomedical journals (BMJ, Heart, etc)

 No difference in the quality of comments

 Author-suggested reviewers made favourable recommendations

Schroter S, et al. JAMA 2006;295(3):314–317





Initial invitations

• Get at least two reviews - whose interests 

reflect the scope of the manuscript. Try to avoid 

bias and conflicts of interest (e.g. reviewers 

from the same institute, close collaborators)

• Over-invite reviewers. Invite three or four; as 

soon as two have agreed, you can let the others 

know that they will not be needed this time



http://www.singaporestatement.org/





Does peer review really work?

• Slow and expensive – 100 GBP for rejected and 1000 
GBP for accepted paper in BMJ

• Inconsistent

• Biased

• Abused

• Conclusion…peer review is a flawed process, full of easily 
identified defects with little evidence that it works. 
Nevertheless, it is likely to remain central to science and 
journals because there is no obvious alternative…



Support for reviewers

• Access to ISI, Scopus while reviewing

• Reviewer form

• Instructions how to review







Elements of successful review

On time acceptance or decline of invitation (24-48 h)

 Sending comments within 7-21 days (reading and 

commenting – 3 hours)

Good service to authors, patients, journal and 

profession

Confidentiality (do not unmask yourself, do not share 

the manuscript with others, delete after commenting)

Objectivity, evidence-based, constructive criticism, 

and courteous tone

Making comments being updated by new findings, 

relevant publications (including those in the journal) 

and statesments (e.g. CONSORT) 









Priority for publication in a general med journal

Original research articles with 

conclusive data (including syst. 

reviews)

Narrative reviews

Editorials

Letters

Case reports

Short communications

Reports of meetings

News notes

High

High

Moderate

High

Low

Low

?

Low



Types of peer review

Open

Single-blind

Double-blind

Paid

Unpaid

Rejecting or accepting outright

Making decision based on 2 or more comments

Rejecting based on at least one negative comment

Internal (in-house) – by staff

External – by external peers

Internal and external





Major and minor points

 General comment

 Major comments

 Minor comments

 Confidential information on acceptance (for 

editors)



Main points in peers comments

 General comment, interest to the readership 

of the target journal

 Title – concise, reflective, correct?

 Abstract – structured, contain numeric data, 

reflect the content, conclusions?

 Introduction, justification of the study and 

aims

 Novelty and originality



Main points in peers comments (2)
 Where and when the study conducted

 Patients and controls, inclusion and exclusion criteria

 Methodological merit – new, modified tests; 

reproducibility tested or not

 Sample size calculation, distribution checked

 Statistical analyses – correction for confounders

 Methods and Results – is there a logical sequence

 Validity of the results

 Table and graphs are self-explanatory

 Discussion – strength and limitations

 References – up-to-date; suggest relevant refs

 Justification of the conclusions

 Quality of abstract

 Style and clarity of writing, typos and formatting





Statements of interest to reviewers

• Editorial policy of the target journal

• CONSORT – Consolidated Standards of 

Reporting Trials

• PRISMA - for systematic reviews and meta-

analyses

• STARD – Standards for Reporting of Diagnostic 

Accuracy

• STROBE - for observational studies

• QUOROM – The Quality of Reporting of Meta-

analyses

• MOOSE – Meta-analysis of Observational Studies 

in Epidemiology



Do’s of peer review

Make your enthusiasm for the paper clear to the 
authors

Be consistent with the comments to the authors and 
editors

Provide a detailed commentary if a manuscript has 
correctable shortcomings

Recommend revision if the manuscript will make a 
significant contribution

Provide references to support critiques

Reread your comment to avoid harsh or inappropriate 
comments

Treat authors as your equals, regardless of the 
quality of the manuscript



Don’ts of peer review

Do not state in comments to authors anything 
about decision (i.e. reject, revisions, or accept)

Don’t provide detail if you recommend rejection; a 
description of the major errors and flaws is sufficient

Don’t recommend a revision if changes will not 
substantially improve the quality

Don’t make vague references or a priori statements



Reviewer acknowledgements



• Expertise

• Confidentiality

• Ethical use of information

• Declare Conflicts

• Accurate information on reviewers’ 

background and contacts

http://publicationethics.org/files/Ethical_guidelines_for_peer_reviewers_0.pdf



The Curious Case of Hyung-In Moon
• Moon was discovered in 2012 to have published a number of 

articles ... by writing the peer review reports for them himself. 

He used false names and emails that he controlled, and he then 

submitted his own (glowing) reviews. The articles were 

subsequently retracted ...; he reportedly acknowledged 

falsifying data in his papers...



Misconduct in peer review

http://retractionwatch.wordpress.com/?s=Yung-In+Moon



Cascading peer review

• A new approach accepted by some publishers 

which allows to publish a manuscript in an 

appropriate target journal within the publisher’s 

journals list

• The manuscript is usually initially rejected by 

one or more top journals of the publisher

• It allows to avoid repetitive reviews

• Saves time and reviewers’ efforts

• May promote low-rank or new journals within 

the publisher’s portfolio



Cascading examples



Cascading in Rheumatol Int



Cascading letter
Dear Dr...,

I am sorry to inform you that Rheumatol Int could not 

accept your manuscript for publication. However, I see 

that your manuscript is very well suited for the journal 

SpringerPlus and I would like to advise you to 

resubmit your manuscript there. 

SpringerPlus articles are free to read, an Open Access 

article processing fee (APC) is charged to cover all the 

costs associated with the publication of your article.  ... 

Ability to pay the APC does not affect editorial 

decisions... . 

Upon receipt of your approval the SpringerPlus 

editorial office staff will transfer your manuscript files 

to SpringerPlus. 



Cascading from BMJ to BMJ Open



Limitations of cascading

• Redundant papers may find a niche in low-rank 

journals

• Authors may loose the interest to publish in top 

journals

• Reviewers/editors may opt for controlling 

manuscript flows at the cost of the quality

• Publishers may encourage cascading creating 

conflict of interest

• Predatory open-access publishers may benefit 

from accepting papers with multiple rejections 

history




